The General Secretariat of the PUIC regularly prepares CDs before holding its meetings and DVDs after its meetings. CDs are distributed to all participants during the meetings in order to have the all Reports, Publications, and Regulations of the PUIC in PDF format and in 3 languages. DVDs are sent by DHL to all members after end of PUIC meetings including the Final Reports in PDF format and in 3 languages, Photos and Films of the meetings.

For easier access to our Member Parliaments, Observers and non-PUIC Muslim Parliaments we have published a “Parliaments Directory” containing brief information about the above mentioned legislative bodies and organizations. As Fact about parliaments and their members do not remain static, we plan to update the “Directory” each year. No doubt we welcome comments from our readers and ask their assistance in getting the latest developments about their legislatures.

In order to contribute to realizing the PUIC objectives, informing the general public about the PUIC as well as highlighting the activities carried out by the various PUIC organs, the General Secretariat of the Union publishes a quarterly called the (PUIC), considered as one of the mechanisms of information action which we intend to pursue. All of the 10 Editions of our Bulletins are available in PDF format on the website.

The PUIC Media Department is planning to expand the PUIC Website. To reach this aim the PUIC Media Department requests NEWS, Books, Articles, Links and indeed welcomes Comments, Observations and Suggestions from our readers.

Among the major tasks of the PUIC General Secretariat is to make full preparations for holding the regular meetings of the various organs of the Union, namely the Executive Committee, the General Committee (Council), the Standing Specialized Committees and the Conference. However, the General Secretariat is taking two initiatives in this regard aimed at achieving the objectives of the PUIC. The first one relates to following up the implementation of the resolutions and recommendations adopted by PUIC meetings and conferences. Obviously this will further promote the effectiveness and credibility of the PUIC as a regional and international organization. The second one concerns the convening of qualitative conferences. The most notable example in this regard is holding conferences of women parliamentarians to discuss pertinent issues of Muslim women. The first of these conferences was hosted by Syria. Another one is scheduled to take place in Indonesia. Khartoum will host yet a third Conference for women in the course of the year 2012. Because of interest shown by the PUIC in the promotion of Muslim youth it is expected that a qualitative conference on youth will take place in the near future. One may also point to the need for holding a conference on the Muslim child in order to consolidate the legislative framework for child care and welfare.
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For visiting the PUIC website please enter this address:
www.puic.org

When this page appears, Please select the language of your choice and proceed.

The first page in English.

All Materials are available in three PUIC working languages. (Arabic, English and French)
The PUIC Media Department is updating its website with the latest activities and news of the Secretary General and the General Secretariat.

NEWS OF PUIC MEMBERS:
PUIC Media Department makes a daily search on Internet and other sources and from hundreds of news items related to our Member Parliaments, selects some of them and puts them on the PUIC website in three languages. (Arabic, English and French)

It is required from our readers to provide us with news (with the internet address sources), comments, observations and suggestions, because we aspire to achieve with this endeavor further benefit.

Top Menu
By Top Menu, you have access to more details about the PUIC.

Left Menu:
In the left menu there are some main menus and sub menus, that give you more information about the PUIC.

We request and indeed welcome books, articles, links, of our Member Parliaments related to the Parliamentary activities to put on the site.

Press Release:
Latest press releases issued by the PUIC Secretariat are shown in this part.

Highlights:
Photo Gallery of the last activities of the PUIC.

Secretary General:
In this part we have the latest activities of the Secretary General of the PUIC, (most important messages, meetings, participation in international conferences, …)

Upcoming Meeting
To mark The 7th Conference of the PUIC as important upcoming events, scheduled to be held, You can have access to all documents related to this meeting in this part.

PUIC NEWS:
Latest Parliamentary News starts with PUIC News which includes the latest items related to the PUIC Secretariat.